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Random distribution of propagules is one of the basic assump- 
tions of logistic growth models of plant disease (12). Numerous 
investigations on the spatial patterns of plant diseases commonly. 
have found clustered distributions for soilborne fungal diseases 
(I), virus diseases vectored by insects (7,8), bacterial disease spread 
by rain (9), and fungal disease spread by air (10) or by mycelial 
growth (3,15). In a theoretical study, Waggoner and Rich (13) 
found that aggregation should slow the rate of disease develop- 
ment if the degree of aggregation remains constant over the course 
of the epidemic. 

Although many experiments show that the logistic assumption 
of randomness is not true, we still lack a complete fundamental 
understanding of how aggregation affects logistic disease dynamics 
(5,6) and, in return, how these dynamics determine the spatial 
pattern. This letter attempts to examine these relationships. 

Detection of aggregation effects. Two methods have been used 
to examine the effect of aggregation on disease development. The 
method used by Waggoner and Rich (13) plots disease logistic 
values (logits) against the time. A departure from a straight line 
will be observed if the logistic model is not appropriate. The 
second method is to plot the rate of disease increase against an 
aggregation index for a group of epidemics with different degrees 
of spatial clustering but with similar environmental conditions 
(7). Using the second method, Madden et a1 (7) demonstrated 
a negative correlation between the estimated logistic infection 
rate parameter and final Lloyd's index of patchiness (LIP) in 
dwarf mosaic of maize. The degree of aggregation is positively 
associated with LIP. Yang ef a1 (15) also found that the logistic 
rate parameter was negatively correlated with initial LIP in soy- 
bean foliar blight caused by Rhizoctonia solani. In examination 
of additional data on rice sheath blight caused by R. solani (3), 
we found that the rate of increase of this disease was significantly 
reduced with increasing degrees of spatial aggregation (Fig. 1). 
A modified logistic differential equation (15) that incorporates 
LIP fitted the data better than a logistic differential equation 
without this correction (Table 1). In the above examples, as well 
as in the calculation of Waggoner and Rich (13), aggregation 
was assumed a constant during the epidemics. 

Rate of increase, constant aggregation, and disease mean. 
Differential equations for the rate of disease increase can be 
expressed as: 

in which dY/ dt is logistic rate of increase for randomly distributed 
disease (12), and dl"/ dt is rate of increase proposed by Waggoner 
and Rich for disease following a negative binomial distribution 
(13). In both equations, r is the intrinsic growth rate (unit per 
time), and Y is disease intensity mean. The difference between 
Equations I and 2 is the correction factor (1 - Y)(' + 'Ik), in 
which k is the dispersion parameter of negative binomial distribu- 
tion. Values of k are negatively correlated with the degree of 
aggregation; very small values of k result in tremendous negative 
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feedback. When k approaches infinity, disease distribution 
converges to random distribution, and Equations 1 and 2 are 
the same. 

To examine how rate of increase is affected by aggregation 
and by disease mean, a simple relation can be derived by dividing 
Equation 2 by Equation 1: P = (dY'/dt)/(dY/dt), or P = 
[r Y(l - Y)(' + lik)]/[r ~ ( 1  - Y)]. With simplification, P can be 
written as: 

From the above derivation, we know that P represents the 
ratio between rates of increase for disease distributed by 
aggregation and for disease randomly distributed. The properties 
of Equation 3 are shown in Figure 2; the effect of aggregation 
on the rate of increase is determined by both k and Y. P increases 
geometrically ask increases. When k > 10, the effect of aggregation 
on the rate of increase is unremarkable ( P  > 0.9 for Y < 0.7). 
At a given k, P decreases geometrically as Y increases. When 
Y is low. the reduction of the rate of increase is small. For the 
intermediate or low level of aggregation (k > 4), reduction is 
not noticeable in the low to intermediate ranee of disease means. 
At this value of k, to cause 20% reduction i i  the rate of disease 
increase ( P  < OX), the disease mean must be greater than 0.6. 

Change of aggregation over time. It is well established from 
experimental data that aggregation varies with plant disease mean 
and, therefore, usually with time (5). The decrease of aggregation 
or a transition from aggregation to randomness during the 
epidemic has been reported in studies in which disease spatial 
patterns were monitored over time. This phenomenon was 
observed for diseases caused by bacteria (9), viruses (7,8), soilborne 
fungi (2), airborne fungi (lo), and leafborne fungi (fungi that 
spread among leaves by mycelial growth) (3,15). Changes in 
aggregation in these studies were calculated with different aggre- 
gation indices, such as k and LIP. If the same sampling units 
are repeatedly measured during the epidemic, the change of k 
over time should reflect the change of aggregation. 

As suggested by Taylor ( l l) ,  potential dependence of k on 
disease mean can be expressed in terms of dk/dY. For example, 
the decrease of aggregation of wheat powdery mildew (caused 
by Erysiphe graminis) is much faster than that of rice sheath 
blight and soybean foliar blight, two Rhizoctonia diseases (Fig. 
3). The k- Y relation appears exponential for powdery mildew. 
Powdery mildew approached a random distribution when Y> 0.13 
(lo), but the Rhizoctonia diseases were still highly aggregated 
at Y = 0.16. Table 2 shows that Rhizoctonia foliar blight has 
a much slower change in aggregation than that of powdery mildew 
(Fig. 3). 

d; modified logistic equation can be written by incorporating 
an aggregation factor that changes with disease mean: 

In Equation 4, k = f(Y). Equations of f(Y) were estimated as 
f(Y) = 30Y for quick dispersal disease using powdery mildew 
data (10) -and as f(Y) = 6 Y for a slow dispersal disease using 
aerial blight data (1988 Ben Hur in Table 2). For diseases with 
different f(Y), the mean at any point of epidemic can be integrated 








